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Abstract—HMM based speech synthesis (HTS) is a state-ofthe art approach to text-to-speech synthesis. Segmentation of the
training data is essential for building any text-to-speech system.
Most conventional text-to-speech systems use phones as the basic
unit of synthesis and use a speech recogniser to automatically
segment the data at the phone level. As Indian languages are
low resource languages, accurate transcriptions are difficult to
obtain owing to paucity of data. Manual labeling at the phone
level is not only laborious but also inaccurate. HMM based flat
start segmentation doesn’t work well at the sentence level. In
this paper we propose an event driven approach to obtain better
phone boundaries. Syllable-like events are detected in the speech
signal and matched with syllabified transcription of the text.
The syllables are converted to phoneme sequences and BaumWelch embedded re-estimation is restricted to the syllable-level.
Subjective evaluations indicate that the proposed system has a
lower word error rate compared to that of a conventional system
that uses flat start for obtaining phone boundaries.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

HMM based speech synthesis systems (HTS) [1] correspond to the state-of-art today. They are attractive owing to
the fact that they are not only small footprint but also provide
much better intelligibility compared to the unit selection based
systems. The footprint of HTS systems are small because it
doesn’t store any pre-recorded speech waveforms directly. HTS
extracts speech parameters from the waveforms and builds
statistical models and uses them for synthesis. For building
a good quality HTS system for any language, a well labeled
database is required [2].
For high resource languages like English, HMM based
phone segmentation is performed using high quality speech
recognizers like [3] and [4]. There are no high quality speech
recognizers available for Indian Languages. HMM based flat
start segmentation [5] is not accurate, even when context
dependent HMM’s are used. In flat start segmentation method,
all models are initialised such that state means and variances
are equal to the global mean and variance. Then, embedded
training [3] is performed to build models. Using these models,
forced Viterbi alignment is performed to obtain segmentation
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at phone level. Another conventional method for segmentation
is bootstrapping, as performed in [6]. Bootstrap labeling is
performed in four steps: (1) about five minutes of data is
labeled manually at the phone level, (2) phone models are
built using the data that is manually labeled, (3) forced Viterbi
alignment is performed on the rest of the data using the
models built and (4) iteratively models are built and then
forced Viterbi alignment is performed until segmentation is
satisfactory. The problem with this approach is labeling the
bootstrap data manually at phone level. Manual labeling at the
phone level cannot be performed accurately because not all
phones can be perceived properly in isolation, as only syllables
are the basic units of sound production and cognition [7]. The
co-articulation between phones within a syllable is very high
and hence marking the boundaries for such phones is very
difficult.
Although the importance of syllables in segmentation of
speech cannot be questioned [8] , appropriate acoustic cues
are required to detect syllable boundaries. It is shown in [9]
that short-term energy (STE) function, when smoothed by performing group delay processing, can be used to detect syllable
boundaries. Group delay based segmentation of syllables [9]
has been successfully used for building syllable based text-tospeech systems in [10] and [11]. A semi-automatic labeling
tool [12] was used to obtain very accurate segmentation at the
syllable level. The main motivation of this paper is to use this
existing information of syllable boundaries which are accurate,
to obtain the phone boundaries.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II, describes
in brief, the HMM based speech synthesis system (HTS). In
Section III, the group delay based segmentation of syllables is
described. In Section IV, the proposed method for obtaining
segmentation at phone level for the speech data, that is already
segmented at the syllable level, is presented, highlighting
the differences between the proposed segmentation method
and flat start HMM based segmentation. In Section V, the
experiments and results are discussed. In Section VI, the
results of subjective evaluation tests are presented. Section VII
concludes the paper.

II.

HMM

BASED

III.

S PEECH S YNTHESIS S YSTEM

In the training phase of an HMM based speech synthesis
system (HTS) [1], from the speech data, spectral parameters
(Mel generalized cepstral coefficients) and it’s dynamic features, excitation parameters (log of the fundamental frequency)
and it’s dynamic features are extracted. Initially, context independent (monophone) HMM models are built. HTS uses
three types of context: prosodic, linguistic and phonetic [13].
The phonetic context used in HTS by default is a pentaphone
context; for every phone two preceding and two succeeding
phones are used. With these contexts, context dependent HMM
models are built after being initialized with corresponding context independent HMM models. Tree based context clustering
[14] based on the question set is performed to tie states. Tree
based context clustering is performed to address two problems
associated with the modeling and use of context dependent
phones: (1) insufficient data to build all context dependent
HMMs separately and (2) unseen models.

G ROUP D ELAY BASED S EGMENTATION OF
S YLLABLES

Syllable boundaries can be determined by performing
group delay based processing of the short-term energy (STE)
function [17]. The group delay segmentation algorithm [18]
for obtaining syllable boundaries is shown in Figure 7 (last
page). In the context of speech synthesis, boundaries must be
consistent and accurate. To enable this a semi-automatic tool
named ”DONLabel” was developed [12]. The tool requires a
set of parameters to be tuned based on the characteristics of
the speaker, to obtain accurate syllable boundaries.
DONLabel shows the boundaries given by group delay
segmentation and allows the user to insert, modify or move an
existing boundary. When the parameters are optimised such
that more boundaries are obtained than what is suggested
by the transcription, labeling corrections primarily reduce to
deletion of boundaries. Movement of boundaries is required
occasionally for fricatives and semivowels.
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During synthesis, the required context-dependent HMMs
are concatenated to obtain the sentence HMM. Appropriate
models are chosen by traversing the decision tree [15] built
during tree based context clustering. The parameter generation
algorithm explained in [16] is applied to get the speech
observation vector that maximizes the output probability. The
speech waveform is synthesized from the generated spectral
and excitation parameters using a source-filter model. An
overview of the HTS system is illustrated in Figure 11 .
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Group Delay based Labeling

Figure 2 [10] illustrates the process of segmenting a waveform at the syllable level using an example TIMIT sentence
(sa1): “She had your dark suit in greasy wash water all
year”. The top panel shows the speech waveform, the middle
panel shows the syllable transcription, and the bottom panel
shows the group delay function [9]. The peaks in the group
delay function correspond to syllable boundaries. Most of the
syllable boundaries are detected by the group delay function,
except for the extra boundary within the syllable /suwt/, which
is marked as number 6 in Figure 2. The extra boundary is
manually deleted and the label file is saved.

IV.

E NFORCING SYLLABLE BOUNDARIES
E MBEDDED R E - ESTIMATION

DURING

The process of obtaining phone level segmentation from
syllable label files is explained here. As the syllable boundaries
have been obtained already, each utterance in the speech data
is split at the syllable level and stored separately. For example,
if the utterance “text 001” has “n” segments (syllables), the
waveform is divided into “n” files and stored separately as
“text 001-1” to “text 001-n”. Spectral parameters (Mel frequency cepstral coefficients) are extracted from these syllable
waveforms. Baum-Welch embedded re-estimation [5] is performed on each of these syllables iteratively to build phone
HMM models. Using these models, phone level alignment
is performed on the syllable waveforms. By combining the
phone level alignment of the syllables constituting an utterance, phone segmentation corresponding to that utterance is
obtained.
Figure 4 summarises the above procedure with an example.
When phone alignment is performed within syllable waveforms, the timestamps of the boundaries obtained are relative
to the end time of the previous syllable in the utterance. To
obtain the phone label file for the entire utterance, the end
time of the previous syllable is added to all phone boundaries
in the current syllable. For example, when phone alignment is
performed on the syllable /baar/ (bAr^) 0.728 second, i.e. the
end time of the previous syllable in the utterance /ii/ (и), is
added to the boundaries of the phones /b/, /aa/, and /r/. After
the phone alignment is performed within the syllable /baar/
(bAr^), the end time of /b/ is 0.079 second. When the phone
label file is formed, the end time of /ii/ (и) is added and the
end time of /b/ (b^) becomes 0.807 second.

Table 1 shows a sequence of known syllable-boundaries
for the phrase “is
 ки bAr” in an utterance and the boundaries
of the phones that make up the syllable, which are obtained
using the procedure explained in this section. The start time
and the end time of a syllable (given in bold) shown in Table 1,
remain unaltered in the phone label, as Baum-Welch embedded
re-estimation is restricted to the syllable-level.

Fig. 3.

Flat Start Vs Syllable Enforced Phone Boundaries

The segmentation of an example phrase “us rAmAn\d кF хoя
is shown in Figure 3. The top panel shows the waveform, panel 2 from top shows the segmentation at phone level
given by flat start segmentation, panel 3 is the segmentation
given by the proposed method and the bottom panel shows the
group delay function. The syllable boundaries are highlighted
by the vertical lines. Except for the unvoiced fricative /s/ in the
boundary of the syllable /us/, no other syllable boundary was
moved during manual correction of labels using DONLabel.
Three boundaries (peaks in the group delay function without
vertical lines over it) were given within a syllable, that was
also deleted during manual correction.
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TABLE I.

P HONE LABELS FROM SYLLABLE LABELS

The phone boundaries obtained using flat start segmentation in Figure 3, were observed to be inaccurate. For example,
the syllable /kii/ is segmented only as /ii/ by flat start segmentation. On observing the waveform, it can be seen that the
segment marked as /ii/ by flatstart segmentation, also has a stop
consonant in it. The boundary of the phone /j/ in syllable /khoj/
being incorrect, is also clearly visible in the waveform.

Fig. 4.

Syllable Enforced Embedded Re-estimation

V.

E XPERIMENTS

AND

R ESULTS

1.35 hours of Hindi data (595 utterances) has been used for
training both systems. All utterances have been recorded in a
studio environment at 48000Hz, 16bits per sample, spoken by
a single native Hindi male speaker. For the experiments in this
paper HTK-3.4.1 and HTS-2.2 were used. All 595 utterances
were labeled at the syllable level using DONLabel [12]. HMM
models with five states and two mixture components per
state were used to model each phone for the proposed group
delay based phone segmentation approach. The phone set2 and
question set described in [6] have been used. The utterance
structures obtained using Festival [19] were used during the
training phase. A 108 dimensional feature vector consisting
2 The

phone set used can
http://lantana.tenet.res.in/ilsl12.pdf

be

downloaded

from

the

link

:

of Mel-generalised cepstral (mgc) coefficients (35), their delta
(35), and acceleration coefficients (35), 3 dimensional excitation features, that is, log F0 and its dynamic features were
extracted from the speech files. Four-stream HMM models
(composite models which models both spectral and excitation
parameters) with five states and a single mixture component
per state were used to model each phone. Five-stream duration
models, with a single state and a single mixture component per
state, were also generated for each phone.
Figure 5 shows the spectrogram corresponding to a part
of a sentence synthesized using Flat Start (FS) segmentation
based HTS voice. The spectrogram corresponds to the words
“кr hotF {h\”. The word “{h\” (highlighted in the figure) is not
synthesized properly. The formant structure in Figure 5 is not
clear towards the end and it is noisy at the beginning.

Fig. 5. Wideband Spectrogram of the portion of a sentence synthesized using
HTS built with HMM based flat start segmentation

segmentation as “B”. During PC test, the order in which the
sentences were played creates a bias. So, both “A-B” test and
“B-A” test were performed with different sets of sentences.
In “A-B” test, synthesized sentences of system “A” were
played first and during “B-A” test, synthesized sentences of
system “B” were played first. Scores in column 1 and 2 of
Table 3 is the percentage with which the first term of the
pair is preferred. “A-B+B-A” in Table 3 denotes the order
independent preference in percentage of system “A”. It is
calculated as

Figure 6 shows the spectrogram corresponding to the same
portion of the sentence synthesized using the HTS voice built
with our proposed Group Delay (GD) based segmentation. All
the words are synthesized clearly. The formant structure is also
better.

“A-B+B-A” =

(“A-B” + (100 − “B-A”))
2

A-B

B-A

A-B+B-A

66.67

13.33

76.67

(1)

TABLE III.

PAIR C OMPARISON T ESTS , WHERE A IS THE HTS SYSTEM
GD BASED SEGMENTATION AND B IS THE HTS SYSTEM
BUILT WITH F LAT S TART HMM BASED SEGMENTATION

BUILT WITH

Fig. 6. Wideband Spectrogram of the portion of a sentence synthesized using
HTS built with GD based segmentation

VI.

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

VII.

Degradation MOS (Naturalness) [6] was calculated and
for intelligibility, semantically unpredictable sentences3 were
synthesized. Participants at the test were asked to listen to
each sentence only once and transcribe the sentence. From
the transcribed sentences Word Error Rate (WER) was calculated.

System

DMOS (Naturalness)

WER

Hindi (GD Segmentation)

2.98

3.19%

Hindi (FS Segmentation)

2.89

5.04%

TABLE II.

DMOS AND W ORD E RROR R ATE

Pair comparison (PC) test [20] was also performed. Same
sentences were synthesized with both the systems and the
participants were asked to choose which system was better
for each sentence during PC test. We denote the HTS system
built with Group Delay (GD) based segmentation as “A”
and the HTS system built with Flat Start (FS) HMM based
3 e.g.

“aAкAш m
 s'
 d hATF nActA gAtA яA rhA {
h”

All the subjective evaluation tests were performed in a
quiet environment with good quality headphones. A live synthesizer is available at http://lantana.tenet.res.in/hts/.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel approach for initialising the monophone HMMs in HTS based systems is proposed. A eventdriven approach is used to direct the segmentation process.
Syllable-like events are detected in the speech signal and
matched with the transcription. The syllables are transcribed
into phones and embedded re-estimation is performed at the
syllable level. Although DMOS (naturalness) does not improve
significantly, the WER has improved significantly. This suggests that use of signal processing cues to improve phone
boundaries can aid in better speech synthesis.
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